
“The Linear Steel Series was designed from the idea of
presenting durable materials in a sophisticated and understated
expression for outdoor use with its form language inspired by
the notion of meetings—the meetings of lines, the meetings of
shapes and the meetings of materials. The design is defined by
its straight lines for a contemporary yet timeless aesthetic
through the details of its folded edges, half-circular intersecting
legs and small spacing for easy outflow of water. It is through
these subtle elements that the Linear Steel Series translates the
values of elegance, longevity and functionality into modern
outdoor furniture.”

— Thomas Bentzen

Cdrhfmdc ax Thomas Bentzen

@ants sgd cdrhfmdq Thomas Bentzen, former Head of Design at Muuto, started his own studio in 2010. Bentzen’s
designs are characterized by simplicity, rationality and functionality — always firmly rooted in the
Danish design tradition, material knowledge, craftsmanship and rational industrial manufacturing
processes. His work continues to receive international recognition at fairs and exhibitions all over
the world.

Dmuhqnmldms Outdoor

Bntmsqx ne Oqnctbshnm Italy

Oqd`rrdlakdc No - Mount legs to tabletop.

Cdrbqhoshnm The Linear Steel Coffee Table is characterized by its clean lines and elegant shapes, allowing for it
to complement any outdoor setting. Use the design on its own or in company with the Linear Steel
Armchair, Lounge or Side Chair.

L`sdqh`k The tabletop and base are made from galvanized steel with a weather-resistant deep matt, UV-
resistant powder-coated finish, making the table suitable for outdoor use. Plastic glides for outdoor
use.

Bkd`mhmf % B`qd When cared for properly, the Linear Steel Series is designed to last. Follow these simple rules to care
for your design in the best possible way. Clean the table with a damp cloth after use. If necessary,
use a mild detergent or dish-washing liquid, not concentrated. Always wipe with a dry cloth
afterward. To minimize the risk of stains and marks, liquids, grease, etc., should be removed
immediately. Lacquered surfaces can get scratches and chips if hit by other hard objects. Please
wipe away any sand grains from the table before use to prevent scratches. Be careful around the
design when handling other hard objects, such as tableware and porcelain. Never stack tables on top
of each other, as hitting the surfaces against each other will cause lacquer to chip and scratch.
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Chldmrhnmr Ø 31 g9 36 BL . 05-4 g9 07-4!
Length:
Height:
Width:
Diameter:
Leg Length:

42 cm / 16.5"
47 cm / 18.5"
42 cm / 16.5"
42 cm / 16.5"
25 cm / 9.8"

Ø 6/ g9 3/ BL . 16-4 g9 
04-4!
Length:
Height:
Width:
Diameter:
Leg Length:

70 cm / 27.6"
40 cm / 15.7"
70 cm / 27.6"
70 cm / 27.6"
45 cm / 17.7"

Qd`cx,sn,rgho
Anthracite Black
Grey
Dark Green
Burnt Orange
Pale Blue

Sdrsr+ K`adkr % 
Bdqshehb`shnmr Rsqdmfsg+ Ctq`ahkhsx % 

Rs`ahkhsx
BIFMA X5.5 — Desk Products
EN 15372-L2 & -L3 Furniture
EN 581-1 General safety and EN 581-3 Mechanical safety tables
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